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By comparing entrepreneurs from two indigenous entrepreneurial systems located in remote regions
and countries with different levels of economic and social development.

What can Chile learn from the New Zealand experience?

Developing country (CIA, 2018) 44th HDI - Mapuche entrepreneurs, Araucania Region in Chile

Highly developed country (CIA, 2018) 16th HDI- Maori entrepreneurs, New Zealand



Context

Sharing with Mapuche and Maori people and their families. 
Spending days and weeks with them. Building trust and 

participation.

Qualitative ethnographic study 
20 Interviews during 2018.
Convenience sample and observations.

27% of Araucania region in Chile are Mapuche
26% Bay of Plenty in NZ are Maori

New Zealand is a leader in indigenous rights and 

development.

Māori occupy influential commercial interests in primary industries, food, 
honey production, tourism and digital technology.





• Themes: family and community, government support, isolation, 
women leadership, exodus of youth.

• Mapuche small businesses are often cooperatives, and rely on government 
organisations: INIA, CORFO, INDAP. Business-related knowledge and to get investment for setting 
up basic utilities.

• Formalised businesses exist along with informal businesses

• Even formalised entrepreneurs may exist on the boundary between official economy and 
informal Mapuche economy. 

• Women are playing an important role in Mapuche entrepreneurship. 
The social network relied on for support is may be female-to-female. Further, women may be 
entrepreneurship leaders, and men – followers.

Mapuche, Chile





• Themes: Family & community, ethnic advantage, gov. funding being 
secondary, scope of business (global).  

• Māori culture was part of their product

• Māori as an asset + government loans and institutions available to Māori only. 

• Māori approach to management, highly successful and fast growing firms of 
international standing.

• Institutions established to assist Māori: relying on their own efforts. 

• The scope of the entrepreneurs' activities was not limited to the region, 
but to global markets.

• Regional development is key: source of opportunity & wealth

Maori, New Zealand



Poutama’s Beverage Cluster is made up of wine, beer, water and craft non-alcoholic beverage 

companies. A meeting last year identified opportunities for enhancing their collaboration through 

economies of scale in areas such as production, distribution and marketing costs. In addition 

there were ideas around developing a collective brand that leverages the Māori identify and 

story
https://poutama.co.nz/maori-wine-coalition/

https://poutama.co.nz/maori-wine-coalition/


We work with international travel sellers to help them understand Māori culture and the variety of cultural tourism 
experiences. New Zealand Māori Tourism Council to discuss opportunities to get involved in tourism marketing.

http://witsummit.nz/wits18

http://www.maoritourism.co.nz/
http://witsummit.nz/wits18


Business models; business goals; family & culture
Māori entrepreneurs presented much greater variety of business models

e.g. creating and selling a brand (Australia, China, etc) https://moana.co.nz

Mapuche aimed to achieve relatively modest economic gains & subsistence

Family and culture were important for both Mapuche and Māori entrepreneurs.

Māori entrepreneurs appeared to have a choice in this respect.

Indigenous entrepreneurs develop networks that span regional, international, and 
cultural boundaries: boundary spanners. 

Evolution from the early stage to the a more advanced stage

https://moana.co.nz/


Mapuche had to manage boundaries that were imposed on them: 
Cultural boundary: dealing with government agencies outside the region 

Regional boundary: accommodate customers from outside the region using the limited resources

Family boundary: family members that had to be involved in the ventures because of the lack of resources.

Differences in entrepreneurial activities and ecosystems.
economic and political contexts = Gradual evolution.

Direct and targeted government support:
financial support to indigenous entrepreneurial ventures that pursue cultural, rather than economic gains

Incentives for both preserving their own culture and managing cultural boundaries.

Further insights relevant to South America
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Conceptual framework based on the results:

Transition form an emerging to an advance economy



Challenges:

•Improving rural economies

•Providing for greater participation of indigenous enterprise

•Skills and technological capabilities

•Accelerate business growth and enhance indigenous co-operation, 
specially important for the new indigenous generation.






